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A novel radiation hardened by design latch∗
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Abstract: Due to aggressive technology scaling, radiation-induced soft errors have become a serious reliability
concern in VLSI chip design. This paper presents a novel radiation hardened by design latch with high single-event-
upset (SEU) immunity. The proposed latch can effectively mitigate SEU by internal dual interlocked scheme. The
propagation delay, power dissipation and power delay product of the presented latch are evaluated by detailed SPICE
simulations. Compared with previous SEU-hardening solutions such as TMR-Latch, the presented latch is more area
efficient, delay and power efficient. Fault injection simulations also demonstrate the robustness of the presented latch
even under high energy particle strikes.
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1. Introduction

Continuously decreasing CMOS technology feature sizes
and supply voltages reduce capacitive node charge and noise
margin, increasing sensitivity to radiation-induced soft errors.
A single radiation event may cause bit flips in the sequential el-
ements which can last several cycles[1]. This leads to increased
susceptibility of SRAM, latches and flip-flops to single event
upset (SEU)[2]. Shivakumar predicted that soft error rate (SER)
of logic circuits per chip will increase nine orders of magni-
tude from 1992 to 2011[3]. Soft errors used to be a concern
only for space and aero applications. In the era of nanoscale
CMOS, radiation-induced soft errors have become a serious
issue at ground level as well. As we know, there are several ra-
diation mechanisms that induce the soft errors at ground level:
alpha particles from IC packaging and cosmic rays.

With the increasing integration of devices on a chip, the
chip-level SER contribution from SEU is continuously ris-
ing. According to estimated SER contributions in typical de-
signs such as microprocessors, network processors and net-
work storage controllers by Intel Corporation, SEU occupies
89% of the overall SER[4]. Fault injections in the DLX proces-
sor and the Alpha processor also demonstrate that SEU is the
predominant issue, such that protecting only 30% of processor
states can cover nearly 80% of the failures[5]. In a word, most
of the soft error mitigation schemes put emphasis on SEU-
tolerance.

In this paper, a new radiation hardened by design
(RHBD) latch with internal dual interlock is proposed to be
immune to SEU. The proposed latch utilizes space redun-
dancy inside the latch to mitigate SEU induced soft errors
with the following merits. First, the RHBD methodology al-
lows hardened circuits to be fabricated in commercially avail-
able state-of-the-art CMOS manufacturing processes[6]. The
RHBD methodology is also compatible with current design

flow and EDA tools. The proposed RHBD latch can be imple-
mented as a standard cell for nanometer CMOS technologies.
The engineers just need to replace the original latch with the
proposed RHBD latch. Second, the proposed latch has no vul-
nerable internal nodes for its internal dual interlocked scheme.
As is widely known, the Achilles’ heel of previous RHBD
latch/flip-flop is vulnerable internal nodes[7].

2. Previous work

There are several potential solutions to design SEU-
hardened latch such as space redundancy and/or time redun-
dancy.

Space redundancy mainly includes dual modular redun-
dancy (DMR) and triple modular redundancy (TMR). TMR is
the most commonly used scheme to perform SEU-hardening.
The European Space Agency implemented the 32-bit LEON-
FT processor based on the SPARC V8 instruction set[8].
LEON-FT processor tolerates SEU using TMR registers. Each
of the three lanes of the TMR registers can have separate
clock-trees. Other TMR scheme integrates triple homogenous
latch and a voter into a standard cell[9−11], in order to avoid
the influence induced by unpredicted interconnect delay after
place and route. However, TMR always incurs great area over-
head and power dissipation penalty. Traditional DMR com-
pares dual identical sequential elements to check error, with-
out ability to mitigate soft errors. Novel DMR such as Razor
compares dual different sequential elements. Razor compares
the main flip-flop and shadow latch to find error, and the error
will trigger rollback-recovery at pipeline level[12]. To combat
high energy particle strike, latest DMR schemes utilize inter-
lock scheme inside the latch which can improve the robustness
effectively[7, 13]. Nevertheless, TMR or DMR both incur non-
trivial impact on hardware overhead and power dissipation.

Time redundancy such as rollback-recovery is popular
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Fig. 1. (a) C-element; (b) C-element truth table.

because it is cost-effective, low overhead as compared to space
redundancy. Time redundancy uses slack time to insert SEU-
hardening latches on the path. Novel time redundancy tech-
niques are always applied together with TMR or DMR through
temporal sampling[9, 10]. However, temporal sampling has the
following disadvantages: (1) It suffers from very large hard-
ware overhead to generate time-shifted clock or data signal.
(2) Process and environmental parameter variations will in-
troduce non-trivial delay uncertainty which can be as large as
20% in the worst case[14]. (3) It may incur impact on perfor-
mances when used on critical paths[15]. In the worst case, it
may impact slack on critical paths by 3τ (τ is the time-shifted
value which is decided by the maximum pulse width).

3. Internal dual interlocked latch

In this section we will detail the principles and imple-
mentation of the presented RHBD latch. To eliminate vul-
nerable internal nodes, the proposed latch utilizes dual inter-
locked use of internal feedback lines. The Muller C-element
is inserted to block the soft errors induced by SEU. Figure
1 shows the structure and truth table of C-element. The C-
element propagates the inverse value of input to output if two
inputs are of identical logic value. C-element holds the cur-
rent state if two inputs are different. State holding characteris-
tics of C-element can block SEU from occurring at the inter-
nal nodes with minimal hardware overhead. C-element used
to be clocked CMOS (C2MOS) or synchronizer to synchro-
nize handshake signals. Latest SEU-tolerant latches use C-
element to mitigate the SEU[15], which also face the problem
of large hardware overheadf and sensitivity to high energy par-
ticle strike. The proposed RHBD latch uses C-element in an
internal dual interlocked scheme with feedback from outputs
to inputs, which can effectively tolerate high-energy particle
strike.

Figure 2 shows the structure of the proposed SEU-
tolerant latch. The whole structure is symmetric and dual in-
terlocked. There are three identical C-elements in the pro-
posed latch: CE1, CE2, and CE3. CE2 and CE3 are used as
C2MOS to construct keeper when the latch is not transpar-
ent. CE1 is used to block the radiation-induced SEU in the
internal nodes, whether the latch is transparent or not. The
whole structure is elaborate for its symmetry and dual inter-
lock. Although there are several different internal nodes inside
the proposed latch, we can partition equivalent node pairs for

Fig. 2. Electrical structure of the proposed RHBD latch.

its symmetric structure. Also radiation-induced SEU can be
classified into several cases: {N1, N2}, {N4, N7}, {N3, N5,
N6, N8, N9, N10}. SEU injection can only need to be done at
internal nodes such as N1, N4, N9.

Two inputs D1 and D2 are identical. If D1 is delayed by
τ time units to obtain D2, the proposed RHBD latch can ef-
fectively mitigate SET with pulse width less than τ. The time-
shifted SET-tolerant solution always suffers great area over-
head and performance penalty[16].

As mentioned in section 1, the Achilles’ heel of previous
SEU-hardening latch scheme is particular vulnerable internal
nodes. The proposed RHBD latch has no such limitations be-
cause of its symmetric and dual interlocked structure which is
validated by detailed SPICE simulations.

4. Simulations

Detailed SPICE simulations were carried out on the
proposed RHBD latch using advanced Predictive Technol-
ogy Model (PTM) invented by the nano-scale Integration and
Modeling (NIMO) Group of Arizona State University. As an
evolution of traditional Berkeley Predictive Technology Model
(BPTM), PTM of bulk CMOS is successfully generated for
130 to 32 nm technology nodes. The PTM can be easily cus-
tomized to cover a wide range of process uncertainties. PTM is
more physical, scalable, and continuous over technology gen-
erations and suitable for emerging variability and reliability
issues[17]. The 45 nm technology model card was chosen to
perform the simulations.

4.1. SEU injection simulation

As mentioned in section 3, all the internal nodes were
partitioned into different equivalent class of nodes so that SEU
injection was only performed on three internal nodes from
each equivalent class of nodes: {N1, N2}, {N4, N7}, {N3, N5,
N6, N8, N9, N10}. SEU injection methodology is to simulate
the high-energy particle striking. The current induced by SEU
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Fig. 3. Behavior of the proposed RHBD latch with injection at (a) node N1, (b) node N4, and (c) node N9.

can be modeled as traditional double-exponential function cur-
rent source, which can accurately represent the electrical im-
pact of particle striking[18]. The pulse can be expressed as

I(t) =
Q

τα − τβ
(e−t/τα − e−t/τβ ). (1)

The parameter Q represents the total amount of charge col-
leted at the affected node, τα accounts for the collection time-
constant of the junction, and τβ accounts for the ion-track
time-constant. Time constants are process-dependent. For sim-
ulation purposes, we consider the values given in Ref. [19]:
τα = 200 ps and τβ = 50 ps.

SEU injection at internal nodes N1, N4 and N9 is shown
in Figs. 3(a) to 3(c). As can be seen clearly from Fig. 3, the
proposed latch can mitigate all the SEU occurring inside the
latch. As is well known, the area cost is mainly decided by the
amount of transistors. The proposed latch occupies 20 tran-
sistors. The proposed latch makes improvement in immunity
to radiation-induced SEU. As reported in the latest papers[7],
most previous SEU-hardening latches have internal vulnerable
nodes that impact the whole robustness, while the proposed
latch can solve the problem because of its dual interlocked
structure.

4.2. SER comparison

To compare the robustness of internal nodes of the
proposed latch, we calculate the SER using the following
equation[20]:

SER =
n∑

i=1

WOVi

TCK
κi
α

β
e−βQcrit(i). (2)

WOVi is the Window of Vulnerability of internal node i[21],
TCK is a clock period, and the coefficient ki and the fitting pa-
rameters α and β are process-dependent. For the technology
considered, the value of the fitting parameter β is β = 62.5 ×
1012 C−1[22]. We perform SPICE simulations of the proposed
RHBD latch to evaluate the critical charge Qcrit(i) of all nodes
using 45 nm technology model.

We consider a CK frequency of 500 MHz. We have
obtained the following relationship between the WOVi and

Fig. 4. (a) Static reference latch; (b) TMR-latch.

Qcrit(i) of different internal nodes:

WOVN1 = WOVN4 = WOVN9 = 489.337 ps.
Qcrit(N1) = 61.27 fC, Qcrit(N4) = 23.43 fC,

Qcrit(N9) = 5.80 fC.

Thus, we can calculate the SER of different nodes.

SERN4/SERN1 = 10.64, SERN9/SERN1 = 32.04.

From the above relations, we can find out the susceptibil-
ities of internal nodes N9 and N4 are comparable and they are
about 10 times greater than the susceptibility of N1.

4.3. Delay and power comparison

Figure 4 gives the structure of the reference latch and
TMR-latch. Figure 5 gives a performance comparison between
the proposed latch, the reference latch and TMR-latch (note
that the result is normalized by the reference latch). As shown
in Fig. 5, the propagation delay of the proposed latch is 83%
of the TMR-latch, and the power dissipation of the proposed
latch is 68% of the TMR-latch. In short, the simulation results
reveal that the proposed latch is delay and power efficient in
comparison with TMR-latch.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a novel RHBD latch that can effectively
mitigate SEU induced soft errors was proposed and evaluated.
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Fig. 5. Performance comparison.

It is confirmed that the dual interlocked and symmetric struc-
ture of the proposed latch accounts for its robustness. SPICE
simulations were employed to validate the robustness of the
proposed latch without internal nodes vulnerable to SEU in-
duced soft errors. The propagation delay, power dissipation
and power delay production of the proposed latch were also
compared with the reference latch and TMR-latch.
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